
Warship Momentum Every turn, you can fire your Warship’s engines to alter the its 
momentum.  Your Ship’s momentum is tracked with tokens placed on your Momentum Mat. 
Momentum accumulates from turn to turn. To cancel a momentum token already on your 
mat, chose the opposite direction on the Engine Card. e.g. Play      to cancel and remove
Additionally, playing a momentum which would add up with any momentum on the mat to 
create a new one, will simplify down to the net effect of the 2 tokens. e.g. if you have      and 
play     , the last      token will be converted to      , instead of adding a new token.       

Corvettes must be activated using ‘Corvettes!’ which
provides up to 3 activations which can be used to move or fire a Corvette
The player may spread the activations between any active Corvettes.
Moving a Corvette is done by first turning the token up to Agility(    )
times, then moving forward 1 hex. This can be done up to Speed(    ) 
times per Activation. Each Corvette can only fire once per turn.

Armour and Structure Armour  protects the internal 
structure of a ship. To destroy a ship, first reduce the 
armour on at least one section to zero and shoot the gap to 
damage structure. A Warship is destroyed when its 
structure reaches zero. Each warship starts with 10 armour
On the front three sections and 5 on the back and sides.
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Ship Loadouts Your ship has customisable weapons,special abilities and 
fighter squadrons which are kept on your Loadout Mat. Each component is 
activated by playing the relevant command card.
 

You command a Warship and your objective is to destroy your opponents. 
Each turn, you commit to decisions about managing your ship’s momentum, 
weapons and special abilities, which are played out simultaneously by players 
during different phases:
1. Commitment phase: All players play the Engine Card and two     
Commands face down.
 2. Movement Phase: Players reveal their Engine Card and place 
corresponding Momentum Tokens on the Momentum Mat. Players then move 
their Warship, followed by all weapon tokens on the board.  
3. Action Phase: Players reveal their first Command card and process the 
action. They then reveal their second command card and process it.
4. Cooldown Phase: Players pick up cards in the ‘ready’ slot of the cooldown 
mat and then move all cards down the track by 1 space.

Weapons are divided into 4 types:
Lasers – no token. destroy all objects 
in a line. -1 damage for each 
destroyed object.
Direct Fire - no token. 
Select target in range, roll dice, hit if:
Dice roll + accuracy > target evasion
Cannons - produces a token that 
Moves forward every turn by speed (    ) 
hexes
Torpedoes - produces a torpedo token.
 Torpedoes move forward until a target is in the 
line to the left-forward or right-forward direction of the torpedo (marked in green above). If a 
target is seen, the torpedo turns to face it and continues moving.

       

1. Player reveals their Engine 
Card 
2. Player places momentum 
token 
3. Player moves warship 
according to Momentum Mat

Example:

       



Game Setup:
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The 8 Command Cards are put in each players hand at the 
start of the game, along with the Engine Card. When playing 
out command cards, once their effect has been processed 
they should be placed next to the relevant slot on the 
cooldown track. When a command card activates a warship 
component, players should refer to the component card to 
determine where on the cooldown track to place the 
command card.

Component Stats determine various aspects of how each 
Warship component operates. Different types of component 
rely on different stats. In brief:
Cooldown      – For all components, this determines the slot 
on the cooldown track that an action card will be placed when 
it is used to activate this component.
Range      – For weapon types which do not use a token, this 
determines the distance in hexes that can be attacked by this 
weapon.
Speed      – For weapon types which use a token, this 
determines the number of hexes that the token will move per 
turn.
For squadrons, this determines the number of hexes which 
can be moved per activation.
Damage      – For weapons, this determines how much 
damage is dealt to a warship hull section when it is struck by 
this weapon
Agility      – For squadrons, this determines the number of 
times the squadron can turn before each individual movement 
forward during it’s activation.
Evasion      – For squads, torpedoes and warships, this is the 
target roll required to hit the object when attacking with a 
direct fire weapon.
Accuracy      – For direct fire weapons(incl. point defence), 
this is the bonus added to a dice roll made when attacking 
with this direct fire weapon.


